
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
SHARP. EFFICIENT. DURABLE.



Since 1996, we have been a competent and reliable partner for optimising the quality and 
safety of shredding processes through high-quality products, customer-oriented services 
and competent consultation.

The CUTMETALL group of companies is one of the leading manufacturers and distributors 
of industrial knives, spare and wear parts, and complete machine assemblies for the 
recycling and shredding industry. 

COMPANY STRUCTURE

The freedom of the Breitengüssbach, Eisfeld and Eisenhüttenstadt production sites as well as 
the sales organisation and administration site in Bamberg to operate independently create the 

ideal conditions for speed and flexibility.

Location -> Breitengüssbach

GmbH

Foundet -> 2019

CUTMETALL Sales

MD -> Alexander Klär

CUTMETALL plus Carbide
Germany GmbH

Location -> Breitengüssbach

Foundet-> 2006
MD -> Christan J.P. Hoffmann MD -> Jakob Mangold

CUTMETALL Recycling
Tools Germany GmbH

Location -> Eisfeld

Foundet-> 2009
MD -> Frank Dreger

CUTMETALL Recycling
Screens Germany GmbH

Location -> Eisenhüttenstadt

Foundet-> 2008
MD -> Florian W. Fischer

CUTMETALL Pelletizing
Tools GmbH

Foundet-> 2021

Location -> Breitengüssbach

CUTMETALL PRODUCTS
More than just spare parts! Tuning for your machines!

OUR PASSION 

With plenty of vision and a considerable amount 
of courage, I have built CUTMETALL from the 
ground up over a period of more than 20 years. My 
greatest realisation over the years has been how 
important it is to attract passionate employees to 
the company and nurture them properly. 

Starting out with made-to-order high-quality 
industrial cutting tools for the recycling industry, 
we have come into our own as a full-range 
system supplier.

The result is the CUTMETALL group of 
companies and their respective CEOs and staff, 
who develop highly specialised solutions and 
optimise processes for the benefit of our 
customers.

My name is Oliver Huther, and although I was not 
too familiar with the industry initially, I developed 
an enthusiasm for cutting tools from the word go. 

CUTMETALL Holding GmbH
Oliver Huther, Managing Director

We are constantly striving to advance and 
implement innovations and solutions for the 
benefit of our valued customers. This customer 
benefit creates greater efficiency, which in turn 
lays the foundation for conserving resources 
and achieving greater success! We call that a 
"win-win-win" situation. Join us on our journey 
to shaping the future!

An innovative parent company with five subsidiaries

Location -> Bamberg/Breitengüssbach

Managing Director -> Oliver Huther 
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WHAT UNITES US 

We focus on long-term partnerships with our customers. Not only do we want to satisfy our 
clients, we want to inspire them too with high-quality products, outstanding service and 
innovative solutions to individual problems in their work processes.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Speed and flexibility consistently allow us to 
offer our customers the best possible 
solutions.

COMMITMENT
All our staff are fully committed to our 
products and provide our customers with 
continuous assistance.

FUTURE VISION
"Old economy startup" -> We combine 
traditional business models with innovative 
ideas.

EFFICIENCY
Efficiency is a central theme that extends 
from our product portfolio all the way to the 
services we offer.
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Milestones of a success story

From dealer to turnkey supplier

Since its foundation as a trading company for machine knives in 1996, CUTMETALL has 
continuously expanded its business model. In 2019 and 2020, the individual divisions were spun 
off into powerful companies - CUTMETALL Sales GmbH was born. Today, CUTMETALL Sales 
operates as a dealer, service provider and consultant for its customers. As a full-range supplier of 
shredding equipment, meeting the customer's needs at all times 
in the best possible way is the driving force behind our company.

Launch of the CUTMETALL Shop app for smartphones and tablets with the 
option of viewing items in our shop, scanning products, placing orders and much 
more

The CUTMETALL Group is born: Spin-off of divisions into subsidiaries in a 
holding structure, relocation of the company headquarters for CUTMETALL 
Sales, CUTMETALL plus Carbide and CUTMETALL Holding to Breitengüssbach 
near Bamberg/Bavaria

2020s
CUTMETALL Gruppe -
Ready for the future 

 
Transition to a full-range provider with B and C wear parts for shredding 
systems, introduction of the CUTMETALL Ecoline product line in collaboration 
with a Chinese knife specialist

Company anniversary: 20 years of CUTMETALL, takeover of Baur Maschinen-
messer, expansion of production and automation of knife production using robot 
lines at the CUTMETALL plant in Eisfeld/Thuringia

Expansion of capacities in Germany, closure of our plant in Kyiv/Ukraine

Launch of our CUTMETALL e-Commerce platform - the CUTMETALL Shop, 
international focus and expansion of sales

2010s
Expansion

Construction of a state-of-the-art plant for manufacturing machine knives in 
Eisfeld/Thuringia

Expansion of sales from Germany to Europe

Construction of a state-of-the-art plant for manufacturing machine screens in 
Eisenhüttenstadt/Brandenburg

Inauguration of our own technical centre for material analysis and workpiece 
development in Bamberg/Bavaria

2000s
Expansion of
production
in Germany 

CUTMETALL founded as a trading company for industrial cutting tools

Construction of own production facilities for machine knives in Kyiv/Ukraine

Specialisation in industrial knives for recycling companies and launch of the 
company's first website

1990s
Founding years

2021

2020 

2018

2017

2016

2012

2008

2007

2004

2002

1999

1998

1996
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CUTMETALL Sales GmbH, Breitengüssbach

The company manages sales (online and offline), is responsible for 
development, and operates the e-Commerce platforms. Customers 
can order durable, process-optimised, and custom-fit spare parts for 
their shredding systems from the CUTMETALL online shop 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week.

Making everyday life easier for our customers! 
How? By solving problems on site and consistently 
optimising our customers' processes!

Working daily with our customers at a grassroots level! In 
order to understand the needs of our customers, we have to 
walk in their shoes!

We allow you to focus on the more important aspects of your 
everyday working life! How? By providing a modern, innovative 
after-sales service for your shredding equipment!

We will always stay one step ahead of the competition! How? With 
a good team, innovative products and the ambition to never rest 
on our laurels!

The CUTMETALL online shop currently offers 5000 
process-optimised spare and wear parts for shredders, 
granulators, and cutting mills from various 
manufacturers.

www.shop.cutmetall.de

ONLINE SHOP

Intelligent search function (quick, easy searches)

Cost centre management (less work for your accounts payable department)
Order templates (quickly, easy reordering)

Document archive (access to all important documents at any time) 

24/7 availability (orders can be placed around the clock) 

OCI standard interface connection (e.g. SAP) 
Wish list (for subsequent orders or collective orders)

App incl. barcode scanner (simplifies the ordering process)

Separate items / order numbers 

MY 
PASSION

OUR
REMIT   

BENEFITS 
TO YOU    

OUR 
PROMISE   

Alexander Klär
Managing Director

5.000Wear parts optimised 
from practical experience

for practical use
items available for order 

and delivery 24/7

spare parts for manufacturer
models included

in our product range

 e-Commerce customers
registered globally
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The company deals with the shredding process as a whole. As a 
manufacturer of hybrid industrial knives, we offer maximum economical 
and technological leverage for companies that use shredding technology.

CUTMETALL plus Carbide GmbH, Breitengüssbach

Focussing on the basic processes of our customers, 
we design knives, coordinate parameters and 
produce hybrid knives that offer the greatest possible
benefits for the customer.

We advise customers about their shredding tasks. Part of our work 
involves optimising machine utilisation and process stability. First of 
all, we calculate the anticipated cost reduction together with our 
customers.

Our primary tasks include optimising the shredding process and 
increasing the service life of the knives several times over. Our secondary 
tasks include improving processes and reducing operating costs for 
energy, resources and materials. 

We have set ourselves the goal of providing our business partners with 
advice and products that offer significant added value. We never rest on our 
laurels and always strive to continuously scrutinise processes and 
technology to achieve the best possible results for our customers.

Consultation quality

Machine running times
Power consumption 
Dust generation 

Output quality 

Risk of breakage 
Risk of injury

Machine vibrations 

Material flow

Before entering into a cooperative venture, we are able to state exactly how our products can 
improve economic efficiency. Our specially developed CM+ Calculator uses unique calculation 
methods.

Hard Facts

The following values can have a positive 
influence on the successful use of 
hybrid knives:

Our know-how in the field of raw material and application 
technology means we act as consultants for end customers, 
dealers and machine manufacturers alike.

We are able to respond to any concerns and answer questions 
based on many years of specialisation in these areas.

PREMIUM QUALITY

Reduce 
operating costs 

Christian J.P. Hoffmann
Managing DirectorMY 

PASSION

OUR
REMIT   

BENEFITS 
TO YOU    

OUR 
CLAIM

Enhance the
economical performance

of existing machines                              Design
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CUTMETALL Recycling Tools Germany GmbH

Many years of experience and the perfect interaction of all steps in the 
production process form the basis of our success. 
Result: Machine knives of the highest quality.

We combine German engineering with cost-oriented robot
production methods in the manufacture of all your shredding
machine components so that as a machine manufacturer, you
can provide perfectly crafted products to your customers.

One-stop shop instead of just a supplier: From large knives to the 
smallest screw. 

Basic equipment and after-sales service for your machines

Individually heat treated in our in-house vacuum hardening facility. 

SPEED UP delivery times, reliable warehousing and on-demand logistics services

Top-of-the-range shredding machines deserve outstanding wear parts, 
technology and partnership. 

Developed and produced in Germany. Process-reliable and ready for fitting.

Sawing, milling, turning, grinding - 
Metal machining of the highest quality

A highly qualified team, one of the most modern 
machine fleets in the industry in Germany, high-
performance sawing, milling, turning and grinding 
technology, integral robotics and build-up welding 
guarantee precision manufacturing results.

Jakob Mangold,
Managing Director

INHOUSE hardening facility – 
for maximum production reliability

In our state-of-the-art hardening facility, we use 
individual hardening processes to make sure your 
wear parts, such as shredder cutting tools, are 
machined according to your requirements and 
achieve an optimised breaking resistance. We use 
the best tool steels available on the market to 
create products of unrivalled quality!

Robots accelerate production

We respond to your costing enquiries using an 
efficient process management system and our 
cutting-edge robots are guaranteed to provide 
maximum precision in the technical reproduction 
of series parts such as shredders.

Optimised storage 
and logistics solutions

More than 500 pallet spaces and 3 storage lifts with 
150 light storage spaces guarantee immediate 
availability. Would you like to go one step further? 
We would be glad to label and pack your goods 
individually and send them directly to the customer, 
saving you time and money.

MY 
PASSION

OUR
REMIT   

BENEFITS 
TO YOU    

OUR 
CLAIM

 3.000
meters of   

production space              

State-of-the-art 
manufacturer of 
recycling knives 

30 
robots and  square

tool machines

  1.500
tons of machined

tool steel per annum
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CUTMETALL Recycling Screens Germany GmbH

CUTMETALL Recycling Screens Germany GmbH is a highly specialised 
manufacturer of process-optimised, cost-effective and unique OEM 
machine screens and wear plates.

We are not only steel constructors, we are also market 
specialists in the construction of screen baskets and 
screen plates.

Characterised by a high level of expertise and technical know-how 
combined with state-of-the-art sheet metal processing machines.

All parts from a single source: from purchasing sheet metal to completing 
the end product – we have many years of experience.

Proud of our products, highest quality, on-time delivery and 
satisfied customers.

Laser and plasma cutting 
of the highest quality

A highly qualified team, one of the most modern 
machine fleets in the industry in Germany, high-
performance lasers, fibre lasers and powerful 
plasma cutting machines guarantee precision 
manufacturing results.

Frank Dreger
Managing Director

Unique welding process – 
for distortion-free screens 
that are ready for fitting

A special welding process combined with specially 
developed fixtures and tools guarantees custom-fit 
screens that are ready for installation, both in 
individual and series production.

Conserving resources through the use 
of low-energy, high-tech fibre lasers

Both cost-efficient and resource-saving, but only 
using the latest technology. To produce our 
screens, we use the latest fibre lasers from Trumpf, 
which are 60% more energy-efficient than standard 
lasers available on the market. 

Bending, edging and 
rolling to perfection

Technical know-how is the primary focus here. Due 
to many years of experience, we are unrivalled in 
terms of the installation precision of our screens 
and screen baskets.

MY 
PASSION

OUR
REMIT   

BENEFITS 
TO YOU    

OUR 
PROMISE   

100%
installation precision

Largest
manufacturer of

recycling screens     
State-of-the-art   

laser cutting technology 

5  
break forming presses 

up to 1,000 tons 
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CUTMETALL Pelletizing Tools GmbH

CUTMETALL Pelletizing Tools GmbH optimises knife production 
processes and improves the value-added chain

We have become a centre of expertise in the 
manufacture of pelletising knives! No compromises!

products manufactured according to our specifications.
Speed, focus, precision.

Automated production using machine, materials and semi-finished

Knives with a long service life and high degree of reliability -> fewer
machine downtimes and start-up losses
Outstanding resilience along the entire value-added chain.

High quality combined with the continuous further development
of materials and processes.
You may find cheaper products, but none that match the speed and 
quality of our products!

Florian Fischer
Managing Director

Konstruktion, Planung,
Beschaffung, Fertigung, QM,

Verpackung...
Beherrschung der 

gesamten Wertschöpfungskette
Umfassende Erfahrung in 

Automatisation und Anarbeitung

Production

Materials

Quality Made in Germany

High degree of availability

Precise specifications

Products

Production-ready design

Process-optimised knives

Continuous further development

Machining, grinding, hardening,
soldering - Everything from
a single source

Automated manufacturing

Comprehensive know-how

Processes

Stable and reliable

Extensive practical experience

Improve the value-added chain

MY 
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OUR
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BENEFITS 
TO YOU    
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CLAIM   
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Mr and Mrs Huther
CUTMETALL Holding GmbH

SHAPING 
THE FUTURE

information, facts and benefits of the individual companies

I look forward to working on exciting projects together with you!

in our group. Now it is up to you to realise your own personal 
vision of the future together with us as your competent and 
innovative partner.

The above pages provide an overview containing detailed

Get in touch today!

All of our products and services are designed to optimise our customers' work processes and

supplying goods to its customers. Setting quality benchmarks in all areas is our primary aim.
CUTMETALL develops and produces high-quality products as well as providing advice and

increase their profitability. Constant quality controls conducted with the utmost care, and 
committed employees with a high level of professional expertise are required to achieve these 
objectives.

Our quality: Setting benchmarks 
and standing out from the crowd

www.cutmetallholding.com

CUTMETALL Recycling Screens Germany GmbH
Buchwaldstr. 21b
15890 Eisenhüttenstadt, Germany 
Telefon: +49 (0) 3364 28007 10 
E-mail: info@cutmetallscreens.com

Managing Director: Frank Dreger 
ommercial register:
District Court of Frankfurt Oder HRB 115862 FF
Tax ID: DE 257 332 838

CUTMETALL Holding GmbH
Wildensorger Str. 8b
96049 Bamberg, Germany
Telefon: +49 (0) 951 96838 10
E-mail:O.Huther@cutmetall.com

Managing Director: Oliver Huther
Commercial register: 
District Court of Bamberg, HRB 3061
Tax ID: DE 812 000 862

CUTMETALL Sales GmbH
Industriering 24 
96149 Breitengüssbach, Germany 
Telefon: +49 (0) 951 96838 0
E-mail: info@cutmetallsales.com

Managing Director: Alexander Klär 
Commercial register:
District Court of Bamberg, HRB 9704
Tax ID: DE 326 468 505

CUTMETALL Recycling Tools Germany GmbH
Am Eichgraben 8
98673 Eisfeld, Germany 
Telefon: +49 (0) 3686 61508 0 
E-mail: info@cutmetalltools.com

Managing Director: Jakob Mangold
Commercial register:
District Court of Jena, HRB 516037
Tax ID: DE 326 757 597

CUTMETALL plus Carbide Germany GmbH
Industriering 24 
96149 Breitengüssbach, Germany 
Telefon: +49 (0) 951 96838 0
E-mail: info@cutmetallplus.com

Managing Director: Christian Hoffmann 
Commercial register: 
District Court of Bamberg, HRB 4670
Tax ID: DE 224 018 979

CUTMETALL Pelletizing Tools GmbH
Industriering 24 
96149 Breitengüssbach, Germany 
Telefon: +49 (0) 171 222 54 54
E-mail: f.fischer@cutmetall.com

Managing Director: Florian W. Fischer
Commercial register:
District Court of Bamberg, HRB 10268
Tax ID: DE 340 554 601

motivated
employees

knives and spare 
  parts always available online availability

CONTACT
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